
The Relationship Between Justifying Choices and Seeing Stars in 
Consumer Choice

Exp Design

Justifying and Deciding
Nearly 80% of consumers frequently use online 
consumer feedback when making purchases. Several 
steps may occur between seeing the stars and checking 
out, one of which is justifying one’s own purchase 
intention (e.g., why should I purchase this product?). 
Our goals:

1) Identify types of justifications people give.
2) Examine the relationship between the type of 
justifications and their purchase intentions.

Six Common Types of Choice Justifications

• Participants as personal shoppers in 
hypothetical shopping scenarios

• 5 product categories: TV, under-desk elliptical, 
mobile phone, headphones, loudspeaker

• Manipulated relevance of 1-star and 5-star 
reviews to clients

Shopping Scenarios (N = 20, 5 reviews in each scenario)
Jingqi Yu, Rotman School of Management

Indicated purchase intention 
(1 = definitely will not purchase the product to 6 = 
definitely will purchase the product)

Justify purchase intention

Participants (N = 177)

• Numerical Information Only: Mention aggregated statistics only
 E.g., The average rating is lower than I am comfortable with.

• Positive Aspects Only: Mention only what’s good about a product  Desire to purchase
 E.g., The elliptical does not make much sound, which aligns with what the client is looking for.

• Negative Aspects Only: Mention only what’s bad about a product  Desire to avoid
 E.g., This speaker meets almost none of the needs for Olivia. Bad battery life, bad WIFI connection, and does 
not pair well.

• Two-sided Justifications But The Good Does Not Matter: Cover both the good and the bad of a 
product, but the positivity is deemed irrelevant  Desire to avoid

 E.g., While one review says that the sound works well, that is not the most important thing to John. Also
another review says that they smell really bad after one use and must not be meant for active people. That will 
definitely not work for John.

• Two-sided Justifications But The Bad Does Not  Matter: Cover both the good and the bad of a 
product, but the negativity is deemed irrelevant  Desire to purchase

E.g., It has great sound quality which is the most important thing and it doesn’t seem to have cords. The 
complaints about low battery life are not a problem for Emily who has many outlets to charge it.

• Request More Information: Request more information for an informed decision
 E.g., It does not provide enough information about the volume of this speaker.

1. Nobody was consistent in the type of choice justifications they provided.
2. Purchase intentions varied significantly with choice justification type.
3. Desires to purchase or avoid were more extreme when justifications were one-
sided than two-sided. 

Each participant provided 20 product justifications, and only 
those that were intelligible were included in the analysis.
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